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BEYOND THE WALLS
BEYOND THE WALLS

OF WEBSTER GROVES HIGH SCHOOL
Above: Darryel Beard showing off his stuff

Upper Left: Keisha Williams says "94" is in the house 
Top Middle: Courtney Hayes chillin in the library 
Left: Jesse Mittlebron Above: Monica Coleman

Above Left: Tucker Russell knows what time it is! Above: 
Tim McNabb, Sarah Brantley, and Ashley Harrison 
Left: Maggie Dean, Carrie Thompson, and Stephanie Hoffman
Dave Verity hates the smoking policy.

"Say Reedo, what are you doing this weekend?"
"I'll gladly pay you Tuesday, for a hamburger today."

Hey Dave, save us some sun!!


Varsity cheerleaders.
SENIORS
Class of 1994
The Echo Yearbook Staff at the Annual Yearbook Seminar. This year

Christine Miller, Alec Carothers, Esther Kim, Elizabeth Johnson, Megan McIlroy, Bridget Dunn

ECHO YEARBOOK STAFF: Amy, Brandie, Tim, Jessica, Kim, Tina, Eric, Katie, Kaley, Joe, Megan, Nathaniel, Brad, Karen, Amy, Matt, Simeon, Craig, Adam,

Beyond these walls of Webster Groves High School.
Michael, Jenny, Andy, Stacie, Kerica, & Darryl. Yearbook Sponsor is Lee Drake.

Lunch can be fun. Just ask Tijuana and friends.

Scene from the Drinking and Driving Evacuation Simulation.

Friends to the end.
Lindsey Bender
Amber Boisen
Michael Bond
Lynn Brackman

Amy Bentley
Devon Boisen
Kelly Bourgeois
Karen Bradley

MOST LIKELY TO SUCCEED
Clay Seese and Esther Kim

Kaley Bernsen
Kathryn Biro-Lorenz
Tijuana Bradley
Jennifer Brunk
Scott Burns
Douglas Butler

Sarah Brantley
Joseph Budzinski

Christopher Broughton
Rebecka Bunch

MOST ATHLETIC
Brandie Rae Schacher & Billy Shell

Ryan Brown
Simeon Buresch
Diane Burton
Brian Caldwell
BEST PERSONALITY
Latonya Gordon
Keisha Harper
Dan Helle
Roland Hill
Misha Hooks

Trashima Harper
Matthew Hoyer

Ashley Harrison
Shanta Marnee Henderson
Stephanie Hoffman
Jamie Hull
LIFE OF THE PARTY
Megan McIlroy

Matthew Hummen
Jennifer Isenberg
Treavour Ivy
Bryan Jackson

Mindy Hutchens
Jess Jacobs

Alex Hyde
Micah Issitt
Liina Jaani
David Jewell
CLASS CLOWN
Tyreed Selfe

Crystal Jones
Bradley Jordan

Matthew Jones
Janiece Kee

Elizabeth Johnson
Victoria Johnson
Naomi Jones
Jonathan Keller

Steve Johnson
Christina Jones
Nathaniel Jones
Esther Kim
Faith Link
Lisa Lively

PRETTIEST EYES
Laura Park & Edward Newman

Nikki Leuckel
Jonathan Lynn
Joel Maisenhelder
Adrian Matthews

Heather Mayfield

Chris McAvin

Courtney Lockett
Jason Main
David Mansco
Emily McEntee
Timothy McNabb
Brian McPherson

MOST INVOLVED
Lynn Brackman & Adam Tilford

Megan McIlroy
Christine Miller
Jamie Moise
Jessica Nelson

Jonquille Nelson
Edward Newman

Valerie Mesnier
Noah Miyajima
Jessica Montero
Rachel Newport
Huong Nguyen
Kamika Nicholson
Michael Noll
Jon Pager

Paul Nordmann
Laura Park

Julie Norton
Nathaniel Patton

William Oberkron
Charles Pearl

Roberts Gym...
Newly renovated entrance.

Courtney Poland
Amy Price
Oleta Portis
Ronald Pyatt
Keasha Posley
Carlie Rapert
Elizabeth Petersen
Charles Phelan
Michael Powers
Mariel Raterman
Brooke Reinfeld
Amy Roberts

Benjamin Rich
Craig Ross

BEST DRESSED
Simeon Buresh and Tijuana Bradley

Gretchen Rideout
William Ruffin
Tucker Russell
Jennifer Ryan

Matthew Risch
Ellen Rogen
Christian Ryan
Helke Sabath
MOST TALKATIVE
Valerie Mesnier

Joshua Sinclair
Christina Sorensen
Jason Stillwell
Angela Swallow

Valerie Silberman
Waila Skinner
Christina Simpson
Carolyn Smith

Natalie Singer
Catherine Sorjonen
Mark Stoll
Holly Taff
Lynn Teasley
Adam Tilford
David Verity
Ronald Wagner

Jacqueline Thomas
Stephanie Turner
Jessica Vetter
Mark Waite

Carrie Thompson
Frizz Vandover

Christopher Thompson
John Vaughn

MOST TALKATIVE
Chris Thompson
MOST CHANGED SINCE FRESHMEN YEAR
Jamie Hull & James Jobe

Dawn Ward
Kathleen Westfall
Eric Whitman
Anthony Williams

Nick Warren
Andy Whinery
Clifton Wilks
Chasity Williams
BEYOND THE WALLS OF WEBSTER

We all live under the same sky, but we don't all have the same horizon.

SENIORS NOT PICTURED

Serena Cazer
Dennis Convy
Andrea Hester
Hubert Johnson
Elizabeth Jones
Stephanie Watts
Terry Wiggins
ADDENDUM TO SENIOR SECTION

Chris Anders
Star Bates
Becky Brussel
Nicole Crow
Zhivago Domino
John Dunning

Jason Fennell
John Green
Quentin Hammonds
Courtney Hayes
Patrick Holland
Timothy Hoyt

Brian Jobe
Tracy Kasch
Melissa Martin
Polo Mathias
Jamie McClain
Jesse Mittelbronn

Gabe Peters
Gerald Vogelsang
Noah Walbridge
Danniel Wieczorek
Joseph Willis
Derek Zimmerman
underclassmen:

Juniors 95

Sophomores 96

Freshmen 97
JUNIORS

arah Bahr
Mario Batemore
Dan Berlemann

Amy Abbott
Chonique Aldridge
Todd Abernathy
Amy Allen
David Ahrens
Shelby Armstrong

CLASS OF 95

Sarah Bahr
Mario Bazemore
Dan Berlemann
Courtney Bailey
Angelia Beckman
Monica Bick
Martha Bailey
Sharon Beckman
Kenya Billups
Joanne Banks
Joseph Behan
Mark Blackwell
David Barnett
Sarah Behnen
Michael D. Bloomer
Devika Bates
Deanna L. Beilstein
Micah Bond
Beth Walter
Katherine Werner
Stacie Williams
Kelly Young

Elizabeth Wargo
Westhoff Bryan
Kelly Windle
Christian Zareh

Mayo Washington
Nester Wheelock
Lara Wise

Coneatra Watkins
Peter Wibbenmeyer
Amanda Woodward

Angela Weider
Cynthia Wicks
Sean Worley

Catherine Weis
Dajuanda Williams
Candice Yoder

JUNIORS NOT PICTURED

Eric Gentry
Andrea Gordon
Emily Greenwalt
Courtney Grubbs
Timothy Hagin
Dedric Harris
Ian Knaup
Edwin Kraushaar
Carey Leahy
Joshua Lockwood
James McCrady
Michael Merritt
Ernest Nichols
Timothy Pelloquin
Rebecca Seibert
Damien Taylor
Bryan Lee Thompson
Stacey Price
Kenneth Randall
Gregory Roberts
Lindsay Ruhlend
Kelly Ryan

Lucas Puricelli
Susan Reardon
Katherine Roberts
Latosha Rusan
Joseph Sadlo

Kathryn Pyatt
Deandre Reece
Kathryn Romine
Arthur Russell
Amanda Schaefer

Emily Race
Kristopher Rehling
Claire Rosche
Christopher Russell
Robert Schierbaum

Courtney Ralls
Katie Rich
Rachel Rothe
Latoya Russell
Joseph Schleeper

Annette Rancilio
Gabrielle Richardson
Amy Rudd
Sarah Rutledge
Katherine Schoewe
Elizabeth Wiltch
Danielle Young

Aaron Winkler
Jon Zarky

Matthew Worful
Mary Ziegler

Courtney Worley
Joseph Yarbrough
Michelle Yoder

SOPHOMORES NOT PICTURED
Westina Barnes
Timothy Canter
August Christhif
Anthony Ellerson
Kristin Harmon
Alan Hoffsten
David Mayer
Michael Moorefield
Davon Pruitt
Scott Rose
Eva Washington
Angelique Williams

One of the Walls of Webster High
FRESHMEN

CLASS OF '97
Jennifer Sprague
Jamaica Stanfield
Shannon Sturgis
Spencer Taylor
Tasha Trotter
Jason Welge

Calya Stanford
Sean Taff
Nathan Tham
Meghan Velten
Jonathan Westhoff

Erika Starr
Kenyada Taggert
Julie Timmerman
Joshua Vogeler
Craig Williams

Emily Stawar
Edward Tammons
Michael Tipp
Andrew Ward
Mia Williams

Megan Steenrod
Monica Taylor
Kristen Tompkins
Alice Watkins
Reid Williams
Members of the Board of Education

Ellen Chapman, President
Nathan Bachelder
Judy Colber
Linda Young

David Fischhoff, Vice President
Delores A. Bouffard
Randy Sprague

Webster Grove High School Administration

Dr. William Gussner
Superintendent

Mrs. Yvonne Kauffman
Principal

Pat Voss
Asst. Principal
Unit 102

George White
Asst. Principal
Unit 104

Randy Charles
Asst. Principal
Unit 106
Webster Groves High School Staff

Mike Abegg
Science

Kathleen Ahern
Science

Paul Abilvin
Math

Ann Anderson
Special School Dist.

Don Anderson
Instr. Music

Karen Antrim
Art

Ben Averbuch
Counselor

Nancy Bannister
Special School Dist.

Penny Barnicle
Foreign Lang.

Victoria Boren
Choral Music

Marilynne Bradley
Art

Grant Brady
Librarian

Carol Brockelmyer
Secretary

Diane Brockman
Secretary

Kim Buckey
Pilot School

Verna Bundy
Aide

Lynn Buss
Nurse

David Cady
Pilot School

Peggy Callihan
Business Ed.

John Casey
English

Tim Cashel
Social Studies

Bob Chekoudjian
Media

Glen Cotta
Library Aide

Lillian Curtis
Counselor

Len Daiber
Special School Dist.
Faculty/Staff

Vonna Despotis
Foreign Lang.

Roxanne Devine
Special School Dist.

Cindy Doder
Secretary

Patrick Donahue
Permanent Sub.

Lee Drake
Art/Yearbook

Theresa Droegkamp
English

Kim Eastland
Social Studies

Alba Egger
Foreign Lang.

Ed Eggers
Audio Visual

Kari Farmer
Business Ed.

Deborah Genovese
Art

Sandy Grady
Study Skills

Agnes Gregg
English

Lynette Hampton
Math

Thomasina Hassler
Counselor

Jeanette Hencken
Science

Carolyn Henly
English

Joe Hepfinger
Science

Karen Hermann
Math

Bob Hoffman
Physical Ed.

Carol Holian
Aide

Larry Horak
Science

Lisa Hunt
Social Studies

Bob Hutchison
English

Nathan Ivy
In House Suspension
Faculty/Staff

Veronica Murphy
Aide

Jim Muth
Social Studies

Bern O'Brien
Math

Don Owen
English

Susan Patrick
Foreign Lang.

Elizabeth Peck
Librarian

Minnie Phillips
English

Kent Ragland
Math

John Ramondo
Counselor

Cindy Rapp
Music

Patricia Reed
Secretary

Don Reid
Social Studies

Nancy Reimer
Special School Dist.

Julie Rios
Social Studies

Lucille Rock
Social Studies

Mary Rueschhoff
Home Economics

Flo Ryan
Secretary

Mary Sadlo
Secretary

Loren St. Lawrence
Counselor

Dan Sebben
Counselor

Christopher Sherman
Science

Monte Sheilds
Aide

Diana Simler
Business Ed.

Gloria Smith
Physical Ed.

Jerry Solomon
English
Faculty/Staff

Diane Stromberg
Home Economics

Lynn Tatlow
Industrial Arts

John Thomas
Social Studies

Marti Thomas
English

Jackie Thompson
Instr. Music

Shirley Updegrove
Secretary

Jennifer Van Bruesegan
English

Jenny Wall
Registrar

Ron Wallace
Industrial Arts

Faye Walker
Study Hall

Nancy Walters
English

Margaret Watson
English

Bud Webb
Social Studies

Christie Webb
Industrial Arts

Ann Westhoff
Home Economics

Dane Williams
Instr. Music

Gail Williams
Secretary

Philip Wojak
Science

Brian Yates
Science

Not Pictured:
Patti Cady
Ron Carr
Rodney Carthans
Amalia Golcynski
Nancy Keefer
Kathleen Simar
Judy Tailie
Kathleen Thomas
Louise Thomas
Diane Torres
Louise Webb
MAIDS:
Alexina Carothers, Megan McIlroy,
Sara Crosby, Laura Park, Dawn
Ward, Stefona Clayton, Leila Saffaf
& Tijuana Bradley

1993 Friendship Maids

Dawn Ward & Gerrion Fountain
Leila Saffaf and Escort
Megan McIlroy and Mark Stoll
Stefona Clayton & Anthony Williams
Mrs. Kauffman announcing the 1993 Webster Friendship Queen, Megan McIlroy.
FALL MIXER 1993

TKO DJ getting the courtyard jumpin

Esther Kim, Alec Carothers, & Michelle Yoder showing off their stuff.
Gretchen hangin out with the guys

Reid's got the right one babe'

Vickie Johnson and Dawn Ward showing their class spirit.

Naomi Jones & her cousin Kelton
WEBSTER GROVES HIGH SCHOOL
PROUDLY PRESENTS
BYE BYE BIRDIE

MUSIC BY: CHARLES STROUSE  LYRICS BY: LEE ADAMS
BOOK BY: MIKE STEWART

BYE BYE BIRDIE is presented through special arrangement with
TAMS-WITMARK MUSIC LIBRARY, INC.
560 Lexington Avenue, New York, New York 10022

CAST
Simeon Buresch
Ellen Rugen
Mary Beth Carosella
Karl Edwards
Lynn Teasley
Debbie DeLassus
Laura Swinford
Jared Joplin
Isaac Hancock
Alex Hyde
Bridge Dunn
Brien Teasley
Natalie Singer
Jason Fleming
Anne Heltibrand
Shahnam Nourale
Candice Yoder
Tijuana Bradley
Alec Carothers

Shriners:
David Blake
Kevin Donze
Jason Fleming
Steve Gymer
Alex Hyde
Eric Metzinthin
Andy Niesen
Joe Sadio
Jim Scatcherd
Marc Taube
Bryan Westhoff
Nick Warren

Teenagers:
Christine Carothers
Rachel Drennen
Angela Gohl
Ilana Helton
Melinda Herrman
Misha Hooks
Kyle Hunt
Julie Jones
Erin Kell
Stacy King
Megan McIlroy
Sarah Rutledge
Rachel Stevens
Jennifer Swinehart
Cathy Weiss
Katy Werner
Michelle Yoder

PROPERTIES
Kirsten Ruckdeschel
Chip Phelan, Co-Chief
Bree Sandifer
Danielle Young
Kelly Byrd
Tosha Rusan
Liz Gilmer, Co-Chief
Aileen Keenan
Clare Rosche
Lynn Buss (faculty)
Cricket Vandover
Glen Cotta (faculty)
Andrew Fritz
Mr. Modesto

Director ................. Ron Kenney
Music Director .......... Millie Garvey
Choreographer ........... Jennifer McCughen
Choreography Assistant .. Kathleen Donahue
Pianist/Accompanist ...... Debbie Genovese
Make-up Supervisor ...... Nancy Walters
Costume Coordinator .... Bern O'Brien
Set Design .............. Ed Eggers
Light Coordinator ....... Michael Ferguson
Stage Manager .......... Sarah Hardy
Graphics ................ Liz Gilmer
Ticket Coordinator ...... Michelle Laimore
Dance Captains ........... Tijuana Bradley

STAGE CREW
Steve Anthony, Chief
Dan Anson

MAKE-UP
Pam Boufford
Heather Brown
Leah Carlton
Kim Colnaghi
Mindy Cooke
Kelli Dirks
Liz Gilmer
Ramona Greene
Brie Hawley
Michelle Henry
Kate Herold
Megan Herr

Alpert Peterson
Rose Alvarez
Ursula Merkide
Kim MacAfee
Mrs. Doris MacAfee
Mr. Harry MacAfee
Mrs. Mae Peterson
Conrad Birdie
Hugo Peabody
Mayor
Mayor's Wife
Randolph MacAfee
Gloria Rasputin
Maude the Bartender
Teen Trio
Sad Girl
Another Sad Girl
Adults:
Sarah Barnard
Kara Bohannan
Kimberly Colnaghi
Angie DelCortivo
Kelli Dirks
Shawn Driemeier
Erm Fee
Sara Glass
Stephanie Grigg
Ramona Greene
Joana Halsborough
Elizabeth Johnson
Sarah Krec
Michelle Laimore
Katie McGinnis
Kristin Noppert
Geneen Pazur
Amy Phelan
Amy Pippin
Stacey Price
Susie Reardon
Amy Rudd
Heike Sabath
Hannah Stevens
Reid Williams

Michelle Laimore
Kim McConkey
Melissa McClain
Jenny Nealon
Katherine Roberts
Anne-Marie Roché
Claire Roché
Megan Steenrod
Sara Steenrod
Christy Sutter
Teresa Vincent

92
PIT ORCHESTRA

Flute --------------- Lauren Ray
Clarinet ----------- Sarah Hagen
Saxophone -------- Dawn Ward
Trumpet --------- Ben Kopeti
French Horn ..... Jon Keller
Trombone .. Greg Flescher
Guitar .......... Josh Vegler
Percussion ........ Mary Zeigler
Drum Set .......... Nathan Shaw
Bass Keyboard ... Leah Carlton

SET CONSTRUCTION & DECORATION

Dan Anson  Liz Giltner  Clay Seese, Chief
David Blake  Laura Swinford

Special Thanks to STAGEHANDS parents:
Mr. Jerry Driemeier, Mr. Bob Grigg, and Mr. David Helton

*Denotes faculty member  0Denotes members of Thespian Troupe 191, International Thespian Society

USHERS

Erica Brown
Mia Williams
Jamie Sporich
Christine Neuman
Meghan Nagle-Peterson
Kelly Byrd
Angela Beekman
Alexandra Cox
Shelby Hines
Tamara Chandler

LIGHT CREW

Mike Modesto, Co-Chief
Joe Dougherty, Co-Chief
Roger Petersen
Beth Welch
Beth Sullivan
Nick Breen
Andrew Chinnici
Will Hunt
John Peel
John Polack
Kevin Donze
Derrick Young
Matt Anson
Brian Caldwell
Liz Caldwell

Simeon Buresch and Tijuana Bradley in
"Put on a Happy Face"

We Love you Conrad, Oh yes we do!
Sings Candice Yoder, Anne Heltibrand, Shabnam Nouraie

Albert Peterson and Co., put Fred and Ginger to shame

Telephone Hour!
Ed Sullivan receives serenade from MacAfees l-r Brian Teasley, Lynn Teasley, Greg DeLassus, Kari Edwards

Mamma (Laura Swinford) with Albert and Rosie (Simeon Buresch and Ellen Rugen)

"A kiss is just a kiss"

Conrad Birdie (Jared Joplin) and Kim Macafee (Kari Edwards) at Breakfast

Rosie with the boys! (David Blake, Andy Niesen, Marc Taube, and stage mgr. Sarah Hardy)
"Who said Shriners can't party?"

The Heart Breaker, Conrad Birdie!

The "Pit"

The King has fallen!

We all have "A lot of Living" to do!
Turkey Day 1993-Pep Assembly

Rico Chapman and John Kuhn breaking through with spirit.

Seniors enjoying their time in the spotlight.

Vicky Johnson smiles at the camera.

The Varsity Cheerleaders showing what they are made of.
Senior Line Dance 93

Bobby Brown, Erkle, Simeon Buresch!

Everyone gets into the act.

Shake it Aaron!

Amy Roberts trying to keep up.

Courtney Lockett and William Ruffin leading their side of the line.
Turkey Day Game 1993

In a heart breaking defeat, the Webster Statesmen lost 24-12 to the Kirkwood Pioneers in the annual Turkey Day contest. In an amazing performance, the Statesman lineman John Kuhn led his team to a victorious first half. But the Pioneers rallied during the second half to give their coach, Dale Collier, an emotional last game. In the long standing tradition the Kirkwood players carried away the bell, a symbol of their conquest over their long-standing rivals.
Rico fumbles.

One of the last ringings of the Frisco Bell.

BONFIRE Builders: Matt Risch, Simeon Buresh, Dan Helle, Craig Ross, Kaley Burnsen, Jared Paget, Isaac Harper, Adam King, Dave Jewell, Jason Grote, Dan Anson, Brandie Schacher, and Beth Peterson.
1993 FOOTBALL STATESMEN

The Senior Entrance decorated in the Annual Turkey Day motif.
THE WALLS OF WEBSTER
'93-94 CHEERLEADERS

JUNIOR VARSITY


FRESHMEN

Standing L to R: Chrissy Rowley, Darrea Bridges, Erin Bandy, Melissa Castagno, Julie Jones, Sara Case. Kneeling: Sarah Petty, Christina Kachulis, Melanie Harmon, Shannon Sturgis, Melanie Donato, Yashica Harris. Sitting: Carrie Key, Jennifer Conrad, Angela Jackson, Nicole House, Amy Futhey
Class of '94 Women

began their Senior year early, with permission from principle Yvonne Kauffman. The girls performed their senior prank with banners, tee-shirts, and toilet paper. They did a great job.
SENIOR WOMEN
Headed by teachers Kari Farmer and Lynette Hampton the Guard/Danceline squad had a successful season. The squad only entered one competition and won first place in the Lindberg Invitationals, during their dance season. The squad was combined of fourteen women. The only squad member not pictured was Cathy Weiss.
WEBSTER GROVES
HOCKEY CHEERLEADERS

front l. to r.: Leslie Christensen, Jeane Tompkins, Carrie Devaney, Shelby Armstrong, Kerica Williams, Katie Feldmann, Sonya Taylor, Julie Connelly, Christine Miller, Bridget Corkery, Laura Park

CAPTAINS

Katie Feldmann

Bridget Corkery

Christine Miller
Echo Newspaper

Editors: Lynn Brackman, Jamie Hull
Layout Editors: Sara Elizabeth Crosby, Peter William Lesser
Business Managers: Megan McIlroy, Kathleen Westfall
Photo Editor: Courtney Lockett
Photographers: Maggie Dean, Courtney Lockett, Andrew Niesen
Faculty adviser: Donald Johnson
Writers: Amber Boisen, Michael Bond, Lynn Brackman, Lynn Burns, Sarah Christman, Sara Crosby, Amanda Daniels, Maggie Dean, Takisha Emanuel, Lisa Fagnani, Jamie Hull, Elizabeth Johnson, Peter William Lesser, Courtney Lockett, Megan McIlroy, Andrew Niesen, Chris Ryan, Kelly Shanahan, Kathleen Westfall, Kesha Williams
SEX, DRUGS, POWER

Pilot school begins at Webster
Parking lot policies need enforcement
Living for the City
Swimming returns to WGHS
Pilot School Exchange students find U.S. different, enjoyable
College Night
Student Honors
LETTERS TO THE EDITORS

Sports Briefs...

Midwest underwater for 72 days
Bond issue
Are race relations a problem at WGHS?
New staff gives WGHS fresh look
What's Happenin'?

Yes No

79 years of 'Echoes'
Turkey Day marked by annual spirit activities
Student volunteers abundant at WGHS

in the Shadow of Violence
National Honor Society

Clay Seese, Chris Thompson, Laura Park, Fritz Vandover, Wendy Akins, Jenny Legg, Lynn Brackman. not pictured Esther Kim

TREND

Front, l. to r.: Misha Hooks, LoToi Lawrence, Stephanie Hester, Kim Colnaghi, Jenny Rogers, Angel Keller, Jill Poland, Cynthia Griffin, Stacie Williams, Deanna Brooks, Dawn Ward, Jacqueline Thomas, Scott Deppong, Barbara Hickey, Cindy Wicks, Kerica Williams, Tonyelle Polites, Yvonne, Sponsor Mr. Ivy.
International Club

Peter Jenson-Denmark, Natalie Singer-France, Evgeny Tevakov-Russia, Heinke Sabath-Germany, Christina Serensen-Denmark, Liina Jaani-Estonia, Supida Chiewcharnvalijkit-Thailand, Mirko Karbowski-Germany.

Math Club

Tom Metzenthin, Jonathin Keller, Nathaniel Barnes, Eric Metzenthin, Meghan Nagle-Peterson, Christine Newman, Elise Beyer.
Shawn Driemeier, Maggie Dean, Lynn Teasley, Brien Teasley

Laura Swinford & Lynn Teasley

Clare Roche, Ramona Greene, Theresa Vincent

David Blake, Clay Seese, Brian Westhoff, Lisa Pepper, Alexis McKee, Kevin Donze

Rachel Drennan, Issac Hancock, Jared Joplin
Ryan Brown, Brian Teasley, Naomi Jones, Karen Heinz

Naomi fully recovered from the crash.
COMMITTEE OF 40

front, l. to r.: Erica Brown, Jamie Hull, Katie Feldmann, Kaley Burns, Brian Teasley, Shelby Hines, Phillip Coleman, Tim McCowan, Dennis Eliceiri, Dawn Ward, Antoine Lawrence, Kelly Byrd, Tina Jackson, Deanne Brooks, Kristyn Fantroy, Edward Newman, Mary Beth Carosello, Sunyi Boyce
THE PURPOSE OF S.A.A.

In the late 1960's Black Students at Webster Groves high school developed a new awareness about the plight and status of the Black-American. What emerged was a new club called Students for Black Awareness and Action; to identify and address the needs of the Black students in this high school.

This club focused on relevant issues of that time, such as: the importance of learning Black History, the need for establishing a school scholarship fund to assist the black students attending college, the need for Black Students to be able to unite as a group and to intelligently discuss ways of coping with the discrimination in our society.

As a result of the commitment of the members and the sponsors of this organization in its early stages, significant gains were made for Black Students at this school. Through the years, the emphasis of this special club changed a bit as progress was made. In the mid-seventies, the club was renamed Students for Awareness and Action (SAA).

Today, SAA's purpose is basically the same as the original group. It continues to stress political awareness and academic excellence (as encouraged by awarding scholarships and offering tutorial assistance).
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Assembly

January 14, 1994

Darryl Gillespie presents teacher Mrs. Minnie Phillips with an appreciation plaque.

Mistress of Ceremonies Candice Tucker explains the purpose of the Martin Luther King Jr. Assembly.

Roosevelt High School Vocal Jazz ensemble singing a medley of spirituals.

Angel Keller does a dramatic reading with a lot of heart.

Tiffany Mosby reads an original poem.

Billy Shell also reads an original dramatic poem.
PARTNERS

SENIORS: Vicky Johnson, Tim Austin, Stefona Clayton, Janiece Kee, Monica Coleman, Darryl Gillespie, Ron Wagner, Wm. Ruffin, Rico Chapman, Anthony Williams, Bill Shell, Tijuana Bradley, Treavour Ivy.

Sophomores: Melissa Hill, Tara Thompson, Candice Tucker, Tinesha Tyler, Arica Evans, Courtney Hutchinson, Tina Jackson, Chaka Howard, Stacey Price, Latosha Rusan, Jason Gardner, Antoinette Catchup, Randy Simon, Tim McCowan, Terra Morris, Anthony Davis Jabriel Evans, Angela Hubbard, Elana Givens, Angel Keller, Deanna Brooks, Shauna Birge, Wendell Adams.

Achievement
Model UN

Senior SSC

Above: Anne Baum, Mary Ziegler, Joel Maisenholder, Jason Stillwell, Casey Campbell, Bill Dyer, Rebecka Bunch, Gregory Fleischer

OFFICERS: Courtney Lockett, Carrie Thompson, Maggie Dean, Lynn Brackman, Clay Seese, Adam Tilford

from top: Adam Tilford, Mrs. Kauffman, Leila Saffaf, Laura Park, Karen Scribner, Lynn Brackman, Julie Norton, Courtney Lockett, Esther Kim, Alec Carothers, Tijuana Bradley, Clay Seese, Jill Harkins, Bridget Dunn, Naomi Jones, Stephanie Hoffman, Carrie Thompson, Maggie Dean, Devon Boisen, Jacqueline Thomas, Kerica Williams, Mrs. Gregg.
Above: Keny Billups, Becca Kresyman, Anne Heltibrand, Kathy Werner, Katie McGinnis, Lisa Fagnani, Sara Hazel, Sara Glass, Bree Sanders, Tamara Chandler, Cathy Weis, Leslie Christensen, Ms. Lane, Sara Steenrod, Kirsten Ruckdeschel, Laura Swinford, Aileen Leenan, Martha Baily, Dan Schneider, Shelby Hines, Nancy Jacobs, Julie Moyer, Christian Zereh, Mr. Rugland.
Freshmen SSC

Yashica Harris, Dana Smith, Kyra Nichols, Rachel Deneal, Julie England, Hannah Stevens, Joe Kim, Danny Burns, Laura Grow, Erin Bandy, Kelli Hart, Melissa Castagno, Megan Steenrod, Jeff Koenig. standing left Ms. Golcynski, Julie Jones right Angela Gohl, Mia Williams, Ms. Wall

The Walls of Webster
SAFE

(Back Row L to R) Mindy Cook, Kristen Ruckesich, Sarah Hazel, Lynn Burns, Katie Werner (Front Row L to R) Rob Chekondjian, Cathy Weis, Stephanie Reed, Sarah Steenrod, Teresa Vincent, Aubrey Hawley, Julie Moyer

Peer Helpers

(Top to Bottom) Christina Howards, Jill Poland, Brett Buresch, Matt Worful, Kelly Bird, Michelle Yoder, Jason Brown, Laura Crandell, Katie Feldmann, Beth Car- rosello, Carrie Thompson, Courtney Lockett, Adam Tilford, Ryan Brown
The Student Legislative Board (SLB) is an organization that acts as a liaison between the student body and the administration. The SLB is responsible for chartering student organizations, distribution of Board of Control funds to student organizations, club-week, and the Student Commons. The SLB is in its sixth year of sponsorship by Mrs. Sandra Jahnke.

Art Club

Derrick Young, John Register, Jennifer Hunt, Michael Fleming, Joshua Kurlander, Bill Dyer, Anne Baum, Mary Ziegler, Greg Fleischer, Marilyinne Bradley, Jason Stillwell, Joel Maisenhelder.
MSLP

front: Dan Touhey, Mike Bloomer, Amanda Mendica, Mrs. Ahern, Shelby Hines, Cynthia Griffin, Deanna Beilstein, Megan Lockett, Dan Eberhardt

REGINA CLEMENS

LITERARY ARTS

Mr. Hutcheson, Elise Beyer, Ramona Greene, Emily Fortman, Laura Park, Mary Ziegler, Chantal Hoffsten, Becky Bunch, Derrick Young, Jenny Legg, Sam Har-kins, Lori Schroder, Nathaniel Barnes, Treavour Ivy
DECA 1

Chris Anders, John Green, Eugene Terukov, Becky Cheves, Matt Fetterman, Jessica Nelson, Tim Austin, Christina Simpson, Zhivago Domino, Steve Korte, Robert Gallian

DECA 2

Brian Knoerle, Joe Pyatt, Faith Link, Laura Park, Oleta Portis, Coneatra Watkins, Nicki Fulsom, Dan Wieczorek, Mark Stoll, Mike Sargent, Noah Miyajima, Noah Walbridge, Rob Fitzgerald, Paul Nordmann
SWEETHEART DANCE '94

SWEETHEART KING AND QUEEN NOMINEES: Dan Schneider, Deanna Beilstein, Candice Yoder, John Peel, Latoi Lawrence, Brad Hilkenne, Lashondria Gordon, Michael Lay, Pleshette Hubbard, Lamar Futrell, Kristyn Fantroy, Greg Delassus

Retiring King and Queen, Paul Nordmann and Tijuana Bradley

Michael Lay and '94 Queen Candice Yoder

'94 King John Peel and Latoi Lawrence
Tijuana Bradley and Michael Lay share the excitement with the new Queen Candice Yoder.

Val Mesnier, Katie Feldmann, and Sonya Taylor placing their vote.

Michelle Yoder and Jocelyn Grant join the '93 and '94 Queens.

SWEETHEART DANCE
SCENES FROM THE SWEETHEART DANCE

The Student Commons before the crowd arrived

Sweetheart Dance
Music
In
Our
School

Choirs and Band
MIXED CHORUS

MAD JAZZ

Christine Miller, Lynn Teasley, Brian Teasley, Kari Edwards, David Blake, Amy Allen, Andy Niesen, Anne Heltbrand, Alex Hyde, Ellen Rugan, Fritz Vandover
TREBELAIRES

ALL-DISTRICT CHOIR

Jason Fleming, Katie Werner, Sarah Glass, Sarah Krejci, Katie McGinnis, Andy Niesen, Candice Yoder, Ellen Rugen, Kari Edwards, Anne Heltibrand, Lynn Teaseley
CONCERT CHOIR

OFFICERS: Christine Miller, Ellen Rugen, Lynn Teasley, & Nick Warren
SHOW CHOIR


FRESHAIRES
Fritz Vandover - Senior Lead Alto WGHS Jazz. Student Leader, All - Suburban, All - State

Eric Chapman and Jay Harkey

Mike Powers. Senior. Baritone Sax Soloist. All - Suburban, All - State
ALL - SUBURBAN JAZZ BAND

IN - HOUSE HORNS
GIRLS TENNIS

Kara Bohannon, Sarah Glass, Laura Swinford, Christine Miller, Jeanne Tompkins, Katie Feldmann, Katie Werner, Catherine Smith, Melissa Hall, Kristen Tompkins, Wendy Akins, Gina Garrett, Carrie Jewell

Wendy Akins and Gina Garrett

Kristen Tompkins and Katie Feldmann

Katie Feldmann

Jeanne Tompkins and Christine Miller

Katie and Kristen working as a team.
Webster Soccer Statesmen 16-7-1


Senior Co-captains Adam Tilford and Brad Jordan.

Webster Statesmen J.V. Soccer

Top row left to right: Jason Engdahl, Doug Jost, Heath Hildebrandt, Matt Caldwell, Aaron Knoerk, Kevin Parentin, Lucas Pericelli, Coach Tim Cashel. Bottom row left to right: Brian Holland, Ryan Flanery, Mike Johnson, Matt Fry, David O'Neill, John Zarky, Chris Clark.

Adam Tilford trying to work on making his shot harder.

Brad Jordan getting ready to kick in the District finals against C.B.C.
Nealie Tebb, Nancy Jacobs, Amy Roberts, Sarah Bahr, Alli Seese, Susanne Isenberg, Angela Hubbard, Becky Hagan, Sara Hauschild, Tina Jones, Susie Orf, Jill Poland

Sarah Bahr sets Becky up for the shot.

Becky and Amy with the block.

Nancy Jacobs is eagerly waiting for the set from Angela Hubbard.
JUNIOR VARSITY VOLLEYBALL

Laura Gushleff, Susie Orf, Sara Hauschild, Jill Sleeman, Jamie Hodapp, Ginger Laciny, Emily Fortman, Katie Rich, Melissa McLain

FRESHMEN VOLLEYBALL

Lisa Metzenthin, Julie Young, Angie Fleischer, Meghan Velten, Kelli Hart, Amy Fognani, Shani Johnson, Coach Becker
The Boys Cross Country team had its most successful season in nearly a quarter century. The team won the Suburban South Conference title. They were voted the top team in the Post-Dispatch's final coaches poll. Ron Wagner was All-State, All-Metro, and the conference and district champion. Steve Johnson was selected to the All-District team. Gary Grow, Joel Meisenhelder, Andrew Grow, and Derrick Young were selected for the All-Conference team. The team placed 1st in the State Sectionals, 1st in the Ladue Invitational, Dubourg, Webster Southpaw, and 5th in State.
JV Cross Country


MEDAL WINNERS: Gary Grow, Ron Wagner, Steve Johnson, Joel Meisenhelder, Andy Grow, Jason Gardner, Derrick Young
April Warren, Amy Eskridge, Nicole Lawrence, Sara Steenrod, Stephanie Reed, Coach Averbuch, Angie Schlicher, Courtney Lockett, Brandi Schacher, Lynn Brackman, Karen Scribner, Coach Ahlvin, Kristyn Howard, Molly Odonnell, Jill Harkins (Mgr.), Kim Nardini

Lindsay Ruhland, Carla Schlicher, Anna Hancock, Jenny Stewart, Courtney Worley (Mgr.), Hannah Stevens Katie Stokes, Meghan Knichels, Leslie Dunn, Kim McConkey, Coach Hepfinger, Erica White, Terra Morris, Rachel White, Megan Steenrod
BOY'S VARSITY BASKETBALL

Standing: Asst. Coach Mike Abegg, Adrian Matthews, Paul Nordmann, Tim Austin, Tate Decker, Johnny Parker, Dan Wacker, Billy Shell, Coach Tim Moore. Kneeling: Sam Snelling, Tim Rusan, Pete Wibbenmeyer, Spencer Taylor, Matt Worful, Nathaniel Patton

Managers Liz Giltner, Elizabeth Johnson, Megan Krekeler

Dan Wacker reaches for the rebound.
Adriam Matthews prepares to pass

Tim Austin getting the rebound  Spencer Taylor shoots for 2

Billy Shell going for the steal  Johnny Parker blocking out

Paul Nordmann looks for the pass
GIRL'S VARSITY BASKETBALL


CAPTAINS: Val Mesnier, Brandie Schacher, Amy Roberts, & Wendy Akins

Twin Towers: Sara Chunn & Nealie Tebb
Julie Garcia goes in for a lay-up

Nealie Tebb looks for an opening

Amy Roberts shoots for 2

Wendy Akins plays careful defense

Brandi Schacher goes for 2

April Warren squares up
VARSITY HOCKEY

top: Ryan Munie, Eddie Nea, Jason Brown, John Gilbert, Matt Hahn, Scott Barnes, Chris Richardson, Jeremy Daughday, Josh Wendel, Kris Smutizenski, Scott Brandes, Brad Hilkene, John Zarky, Jim Odman, Craig Christy. middle: Charlie Nea, Tim Cantar, Jason Grote, David Verity, Chris Broughton, Matt Fetterman, Damien Mahoney, Chris Pfiountz, and coach Dave Garth.

Sophomore John "Rudy" Zarky is determined to win the faceoff.

"The Skatesmen celebrate after another thrilling VICTORY!"
Senior Matt Fetterman... blasts the puck through the legs of the enemy.

Junior Chris Pfountz taking care of business!

Sophomore Matt Hahn... hunting down his opponent.

JUNIOR VARSITY TEAM

top: Chris Brose, John Zarky, Ryan Munie, Eddie Nea, Kris Smulzenski, Brad Hilkene, Andy Hammersmith, Brian Glarnes, Chris Richardson, Matt Hahn, Jason Brown, Tom Winkler. seated: Tim Canter, Matt Lane, Tom Thum, Joe Yarborough, Tom Touhey, Jacob Clark.
Yearbook Staff not pictured: Simeon Buresch, Katie Feldmann, Andy Freeman, Eric Geers, Craig Ross, Stacey Williams, Matt Fetterman, Darryl Gillespie
What's For Lunch?
1994 Girl's Swim Team
KIDS INDEX

Match the following names with the photos on pages 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46.

Page 34
1. Matt Batts
2. Darryl Gillespie
3. Valerie Silberman
4. Bryan Gibson
5. Jennifer Legg
6. Jonquille Nelson
7. David Gibson
8. Sarah Krejci
9. Ronald Wagner
10. Dan Eberhardt
11. Gretchen Rideout
12. Sarah Crosby
13. Crystal Jones
14. Kathy Farrar
15. Emily McIntee
16. Stephanie Turner

Page 35
1. Stephanie Hoffman
2. Earl Lansing
3. Clifton Wilks
4. Matthew Jones
5. Isaac Harper
6. William Gast
7. Benji Rich
8. Jon Delaney
9. Kaley Bernsen
10. Lynn Brackman
11. Andy Fritz
12. Doug Butler
13. Oleta Portis
14. Jimmy Sketcherd
15. Jason Ganahl
16. Joe Willis

Page 36
1. Chris Dickey
2. Julie Norton
3. Brandie Schacker
4. June Bauer
5. Liina Gaanl
6. Faith Link
7. Brandon Grigg
8. Chris McAvin
9. Shanta Henderson
10. Megan Krekeler
11. Aaron Walker

Page 37
1. Craig Ross
2. David Jewell
3. Nathalie Singer
4. Benjamin Dummitt
5. Valerie Messner
6. James Jobe
7. Ellen Rugen
8. Jess Jacobs
9. Jessica Nelson
10. Wendy Adkins
11. Tina Jones
12. Tim McNabb

Page 38
1. Kerica Williams
2. Brad Jordan
3. Kristyn Bender
4. Matt Fetterman
5. Nathaniel Jones
6. Stefona Clayton
7. Marques Sanders
8. Liz Gilmer
9. Kim Cunningham
10. William Ruffin
11. Emma Griewing
12. Chris Broughton
13. Matt Hummert
14. Micheal Bond
15. Matt Hoyer
16. Karen Scribner

Page 39
1. Jeff Fitzgerald
2. Christina Smith
3. Mark Waites
4. Chris Barnard
5. Jill Harkins
6. Matt Koenig
7. Brian Young
8. Jacqueline Thomas
9. Sarah Brantley
10. Lisa Lively
11. Derrick Young
12. Ramona Greene
13. Josh Sinclair
14. Jamie Hull
15. Anthony Williams
16. Diane Burton
17. Joel Maisenhelder
18. Ryan Brown
19. Greg Fleischer
20. Michael Sargent
21. Mark Stoll
22. Rico Chapman
23. Dawn Ward
24. James Harkey
25. Katie Feldmann

Page 40
1. Amy Roberts
2. Courtney Lockett
3. Scott Burns
4. Rob Fitzgerald
5. Kelly Bourgeois
6. Cathy Sorjonen
7. Nathalie Singer
8. Alex Hyde
9. Jenny Ryan
10. Jason Grote

Page 41
1. Tijuana Bradley
2. Keisha Harper
3. Maggie Dean
4. Michael Noll
5. Chris Thompson
6. Micah Issitt
7. Paul Nordmann
8. Elizabeth Gartellos
9. Alec Carothers
10. Julie Conferly
11. Lynn Teasley

Page 42
1. Chris Ryan
2. Amy Bentley
3. Laura Schenck
4. Bridget Dunn
5. Julie Ferrara
6. Adam Tilford
7. David Verity
8. Kamika Nicholson
9. Becky Bunch
10. Chip Phelan

Page 43
1. Tina Friksen and Simeon Buresch
2. Jennifer Brunk
3. Carol Smith
4. Melissa Martin
5. Mariel Raterman
6. Billy Shell
7. Kim Schneider
8. Mike Powers
9. Kathleen Westfall
10. Nick Warren
11. Eric Geers
12. Naomi Jones

Page 44
1. Sofia Chiewchamvaliskit
2. Nathaniel Patton
3. Joe Budzinski
4. Joelle Knutsen
5. Bridget Corkery
6. Carrie Thompson
7. Edward Newman
8. Roland Hill
9. Adam King
10. Jessica Montero
11. Victoria Johnson
12. John Kuhn
13. Christine Miller
14. Fritz Vandesver

Page 45
1. Pete Lesser
2. Leila Saffaf
3. Jered Adams
4. Chris Kuczwar
5. Amy Price
6. Laura Park
7. Jon Keller
8. Michelle Laimore
9. Jenni Isenberg
10. Clay Seese
11. Ryan Pearl

Page 46
1. Tom Kuczwar
2. Amanda Daniels
3. Brooke Reinfield
4. Eric Whitman
5. Dan Anson
6. Bryan Jackson
INDEX

SENIORS
CLASS OF 94

Adams, Jered 10
Aisenstat, Heather 10
Akins, Wendy 10
Anson, Daniel 10
Austin, Timothy 10
Barker, Sandra 10
Barnard, Christopher 10
Batts, Matthew 10
Bauer, Brandy 10
Bauer, Jane 10
Beard, Darryl 10
Behnen, Thomas 10
Bender, Lindsey 11
Bentley, Amy 11
Bernsen, Kaley 11
Biro-Lorenz, Kathryn 11
Boisen, Amber 11
Boisen, Devon 11
Bond, Michael 11
Bourgeois, Kelly 11
Brackman, Lynn 11
Bradley, Karen 11
Bradley, Tijuan 12
Brantley, Sarah 12
Broughton, Christopher 12
Brown, Ryan 12
Brunk, Jennifer 12
Budzinski, Joseph 12
Bunch, Rebecka 12
Buresch, Simeon 12
Burns, Scott 12
Burton, Diane 12
Butler, Douglas 12
Calwell, Brian 12
Campbell, Casey 13
Carothers, Alexia 13
Chapman, Rico 13
Chiewcharnavalikit, Sopid 13
Clay, Lewis 13
Clayton, Stafona 13
Cohen, Robert 13
Cole, Kimberly 13
Coleman, Monica 13
Connelly, Juliana 13
Cooper, James 13
Cooper, Jeff 13
Corkery, Bridget 14
Crosby, Sara 14
Cummings, Joshua 14
Cunningham, Kimberly 14
Daniels, Amanda 14
Dean, Maggie 14
Delaney, Jonathan 14
Dent, Amber 14
Dickey, Chris 14
Dougherty, Joseph 14
Dummitt, Benjamin 14
Dunn, Bridget 14
Dyer, Bill 15
Eberhardt, Daniel 15
Edwards, Juli 15
Emanuel, Takisha 15
Farrar, Kathleen 15
Feldman, Katherine 15
Ferrara, Julia 15
Fetterman, Matt 15
Fitzgerald, Jeffrey 15
Fitzgerald, Robert 15
Fleischer, Gregory 15
Fleming, Michael 15
Flynn, Duran 16
Freeman, Andrew 16
Friken, Christine
Fritz, Andrew 16
Fuson, Nicole 16
Futhey, Therese 16
Ganah, Jason 16
Gartelos, Elizabeth 16
Gast, William 16
Geers, Eric 16
Gibson, Bryan 16
Gibson, David 16
Gillespie, Darryl 17
Gilner, Berry 17
Gordon, Latonya 17
Gordon, Theresa 17
Gore, Amy 17
Greene, Ramona 16
Griewing, Emma 17
Grigg, Brandon 17
Grote, Jason 17
Harkey, James 17
Harkins, Jill 17
Harper, J. 17
Harper, Keisha 18
Harper, Trishama 18
Harrison, Ashley 18
Helle, Daniel 18
Henderson, Shanta 18
Hill, Roland 18
Hoffman, Stephanie 18
Hooks, Misha 18
Hoyer, Matthew 18
Hull, Jamie 18
Hummer, Matthew 19
Hutchens, Mindy 19
Hyde, Alex 19
Isenberg, Jennifer 19
Issitt, Micah 19
Ivy, Treavour 19
Jaani, Liisa 19
Jackson, Bryan 19
Jacobs, Jess 19
Jewell, David 19
Johnson, Elizabeth 20
Johnson, Steven 20
Johnson, Victoria 20
Jones, Christina 20
Jones, Crystal 20
Jones, Matthew 20
Jones, Naomi 20
Jones, Nathaniel 20
Jordan, Bradley 20
Kee, Janicee 20
Keller, Jonathan 20
Kim, Esther 20
King, J. 21
Knutsen, Laura 21
Koenig, Matthew 21
Krejci, Sarah 21
Krekelar, Megan 21
Kuczwara, Chris 21
Kuczwara, Tom 21
Kuhn, John 21
Lairmore, Michelle 21
Lansing, Earl 21
Legg, Jennifer 21
Lesser, Peter 21
Lesser, Peter 21
Leuckel, Nikki 22
Link, Faith 22
Lively, Lisa 22
Lockett, Courtney 22
Lynn, Jonathan 22
Main, Jason 22
Maisenhelder, Joel 22
Mansco, David 22
Matthews, Adrian 22
Mayfield, Heather 22
McAvain, Christopher 22
McEntee, Emily 22
McIlroy, Megan 23
McNabb, Timothy 23
McPherson, Brian 23
Mesnier, Valerie 23
Miller, Christine 23
Miyajima, Tomoko 23
Moise, Jamie 23
Montero, Jessica 23
Nelson, Jessica 23
Nelson, Jonquille 23
Newman, Edward 23
Newport, Rachel 23
Nguyen, Hoang 24
Nichelson, Kamika 24
Noll, Michael 24
Nordmann, Paul 24
Norton, Julie 24
Oberkrom, Wm 24
Paget, Jon 24
Park, Laura 24
Patton, Nathaniel 24
Pearl, Charles 24
Petersen, Elizabeth 25
Phelan, Charles 25
Poland, Courtney 25
Portis, Oleta 25
Posley, Keasha 25
Powers, Michael 25
Price, Amy 25
Pyatt, Ronald 25
Rapert, Carlie 25
Raterman, Mariel 25
Reinfeld, Brooke 26
Rich, Benjamin 26
Rideout, Gretchen 26
Risch, Matthew 26
Roberts, Amy 26
Ross, Robert 26
Ruffin, William 26
Rugen, Ellen 26
Russell, Tucker 26
Ryan, Christian 26
Ryan, Jennifer 26
Sabath, Heike 26
Saffaf, Leila 27
Sanders, Marques 27
Sargent, Michael 27
Scatcherd, Jimmy 27
Schacher, Brandis 27
Schenck, Laura 27
Schlicher, Angela 27
Schneider, Kimberly 27
Scribner, Karen 27
Seese, Clay 27
Selfe, Tyreek 27
Shell, Wm 27
Silberman, Valerie 28
Simpson, Christina 28
Sinclair Joshua 28
Singer, Nathalie 28
Skinner, Waila 28
Smith, Carolyn 28
Sorensen, Christina 28
Sorjonen, Catherine 28
Stillwell, Jason 28
Stoll, Mark 28
Swallow, Angela 28
Taff, Holly 28
Teasley, Lynn 29
Thomas, Jacqueline 29
Thompson, Carrie 29
Thompson, Christopher 29
Tilford, Adam 29
Turner, Stephanie 29
Vandover, Wm 29
Vaughn, John 29
Verity, David 29
Vetter, Jessica 29
Wagner, Ronald 29
Wailes, Mark 29
Walker, Aaron 30
Walker, Carole 30
Ward, Angela 30
Warren, Nick 30
Westfall, Kathleen 30
Whinery, Andy 30
Whitman, Eric 30
Wilks, Clifton 30
Williams, Anthony 30
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INDEX

Williams, Chasity 30
Williams, Jacob 31
Williams, Kerica 31
Williams, Kesha 31
Wiswell, Michael 31
Yochum, Donald 31
Young, Brian 31
Young, Derrick 31
Zarky, Stephen 31

JUNIORS
CLASS OF 95

Abbott, Amy 48
Abernathy, Todd 48
Ahrens, David 48
Aldridge, Chonique 48
Allen, Amy 48
Armstrong, Shelby 48
Bahr, Sarah 48
Bailey, Courtney 48
Bailey, Martha 48
Aldridge, Chonique 48
Abernathy, Todd 48
Young, Derrick 48
Young, Brian 48
Yochum, Donald 48

Chandler, Tamara 49
Chandler, Jeffrey 49
Bond, Micah 48
Bond, William 49
Brooks, Aaron 49
Brown, Erica 49
Brunk, Jill 49
Burch, Mary 49
Burch, Stephen 49
Burns, Lynn 49
Burton, Miranda 49
Chandler, Jeffrey 49
Chandler, Tamara 49
Chapman, Eric 49
Chastain, Nick 49
Cheves, Rebecca 49
Christensen, Leslie 49
Christman, Sarah 49
Chunn, Sarah 49
Church, Thomas 49
Cissell, Gregory 49
Clear, Molly 49
Climer, Shana 49
Coalier, Samuel 49
Coburn, Aaron 49

Colbert, Shonnette 49
Colnaghi, Kimberly 49
Comegys, Joshua 49
Condra, Anthony 49
Convy, Kevin 49
Cook, Dennis 49
Cooper, Mark 49
Crabson, Christopher 49
Craig, Stacey 50
Craig, Stephanie 50
Cronin, Roxanne 50
Crouch, Edward III 50
Dalrymple, Brendan 50
Daughaday, Jeremy 50
Davis, Reginale 50
Dean, Brian 50
Delassus, Gregory 50
Delgado, Nicole 50
Demotte, Rebecca 50
Deppong, Scott 50
Devaney, Carrie 50
Dimarcellis, Bobby 50
Donze, Kevin 50
Douglas, Sarah 50
Duffy, Annie 50
Dusenberg, Scott 50
Edwards, Kari 50
Ericsson, Michael 50
Eskridge, Amy 50
Fagnani, Lisa 50
Fantoy, Kristyn 50
Farrar, Jerome 50
Farris, Latrina 50
Fitzgerald, Melanie 50
Flanery, Jason 50
Fleming, Adam 50
Fleming, Jason 50
Fondaw, Michael 50
Fore, Zachary 51
Fountain, Gerrin 51
Futrell, Lamar 51
Gage, Jennifer 51
Gallina, Robert 51
Garrett, Gabriel 51
Gary, Audrea 51
Gast, Joel 51
Giles, Sinitra 51
Glass, Jayme 51
Glass, Sarah 51
Glock, Karl 51
Gold, Aaron 51
Gordon, Lashondria 51
Griffin, Cinata 51
Griffin, Cynthia 51
Grow, Andrew 51
Grow, Gary 51
Guerrero, Brian 51
Hagen, Sarah 51
Halferty, Kelley 51
Hannah, Tammy 51
Hannon, Jacob 51
Hansbrough, Joanna 51
Hard, Sarah 51
Harken, Samantha 51
Harris, Benjamin 51
Hartmann, Tonya 51
Hauser, Michael 51
Hayes, Marnice 51
Hazel, Sara 51
Heinz, Karen 52
Heltibrand, Anne 52
Hensley, Jennifer 52
Hiatt, Matt 52
Hickey, Barbara 52
Hicks, Delicia 52
Hilkene, Brad 52
Hill, Melissa 52
Hines, Shelly 52
Hofer, Jodi 52
Hoffmann, Sean 52
Holt, Bridgette 52
Hubbard, Pleshette 52
Humphries, Sara 52
Hunt, Jennifer 52
Iseberg, Suzanne 52
Jackson, Angelique 52
Jacobs, Nancy 52
Jensen, Peter 52
Johnson, Boris 52
Johnson, Christy 52
Johnson, Hubert 52
Johnson, Mark 52
Johnston, Randy 53
Jones, Brian 53
Jones, Mark 53
Jones, Tommie 53
Kamps, Adam 53
Kean, Aileen 53
Keller, John 53
Kelley, Michelle 53
Kelson, Monica 53
Kendall, Neal 53
Kim, Jacob 53
Kirk, Robert 53
Kirkton, Jennifer 53
Knichel, Joshua 53
Knoerle, Brian 53
Knutsen, Brian 53
Koenigsdorf, Kenneth 53
Korte, Steven 53
Krakty, Joshua 53
Kresyman, Rebecca 53
Kriska, Tracie 53
Kruste, Nadine 53
Kryah, Rachel 53
Kuhn, Brian 53
Kurlander, Joshua 54
Laciny, Donald 54
Laufersweiler, Eric 54
Lawrence, Antoine 54
Lawrence, Latoi 54
Lawrence, Nichole 54

Lay, Michael 54
Lazier, Matthew 54
Ledbetter, Jason 54
Lee, Latoscha 54
Long, Nicole 54
Lovan, Kelly 54
Lowell, Julie 54
Lyle, Elizabeth 54
Mahley, Sara 54
Mangosing, Jennifer 54
Marquess, Rogers 54
Marshall, Evan 54
Marshall, Kate 54
McClendon, Kelly 54
McClenton, Karena 54
McCulloch, Andrew 54
McGinnis, Katie 54
McGraw, Zachariah 54
McKay, Anne 54
McMullen, Juan 54
Mendica, Amanda 54
Metzenthin, Eric 54
Metzenthin, Tom 54
Metzler, Christopher 54
Ming, Robert 55
Modesto, Michael Jr 55
Moore, Melvin 55
Mosby, Tiffany 55
Moyer, Julie 55
Munsterman, Mark 55
Nardini, Kim 55
Nash, Heather 55
Nau, Samuel 55
Nelson, Joshua 55
Newman, Jennifer 55
Nickerson, Leslie 55
Nickl, Rachel 55
Nielsen, Benedicte 55
Niemyer, Matthew 55
Niesen, Andy 55
Nighbor, Amy 55
Nunnally, Robert 55
Nystrom, Andrew 55
Odman, Jimmy 55
Orf, Susan 55
Orthals, Helen 55
Orwig, Gretchen 55
Pavelka, Nick 55
Peel, John 55
Pepper, Lisa 55
Pfountz, Chris 55
Poland, Jillian 55
Rahmberg, Sean 55
Ray, Lauren 55
Redford, Katherine 56
Reed, Stephanie 56
Register, John 56
Richards, Amy 56
Rieber, Douglas 56
Riley, David 56
Riley, Stephanie 56
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SOPHOMORES
CLASS OF 96

Adams, Racquel 59
Adams, Wendell 59
Ahrens, Kathryn 59
Anderson, Miles 59
Anderton, Brenton 59
Anson, Matthew 59
Anthey, Stephen 59
Athie, Nicholas 59
Ayres, Matthew 59
Baldwin-Gassner, Erica 59
Bardeley, Shenita 59
Barnes, Clare 59
Barnes, Nathaniel 59
Barnes, Scott 59
Baum, Anne 59
Bell, Ayanna 59
Beyer, Elise 59
Birge, Shauna 59
Bischoff, Elliot 59
Bischoff, Eric 59
Bisher, Justin 59
Blake, David 59
Blattel-Scheer, Tara 59
Blayney, Ryan 59
Bley, Gregory 60
Bohn, Christopher 60
Bottani, Elinore 60
Bouffard, Pamela 60
Boyce, Sunyi 60
Brader, David 60
Brandes, Erich 60
Brandes, Justin 60
Breen, Nicholas 60
Brooks, Deanna 60
Brown, Heathery 60
Brown, Jason 60
Brussel, Erin 60
Buckles, Anne 60
Bullock, George 60
Buresch, Victor 60
Byrd, Kelly 60
Caldwell, Matthew 60
Cannon, Marva 60
Capelli, Thomas 60
Carosello, Mary 60
Carothers, Christine 60
Carr, James 60
Catchup, Antoinette 60
Caulfield, Brian 60
Chinnici, Andrew 60
Christensen, Gary 60
Christensen, Kelly 60
Clark, Christopher 60
Clark, Patrick 60
Clear, Mary 61
Clemens, Regina 61
Coats, Megan 61
Cole, Corey 61
Coleman, Nashelle 61
Coleman, Phillip 61
Collins, Shane 61
Cooke, Mindy 61
Cooper, Cory 61
Cooper, Rachel 61
Corkery, Colleen 61
Crandall, Laura 61
Curtis, Brandon 61
Davidson, Margaret 61
Davis, Anthony 61
Davis, Clifton 61
Decker, Tate 61
Del Corvito, Angie 61
Detrick, Matthew 61
Dietz, Jason 61
Dirks, Kelli 61
Dixon, Jawana 61
Dixon, Kim 61
Drennen, Rachel 61
Driemeier, Shawn 61
Dunn, Leslie 61
Eberhardt, Joshua 61
Elieci, Dennis 61
Engdahl, Jason 61
Evans, Arica 61
Evans, Jibreel 61
Ewing, Edward 62
Farber, Naomi 62
Farrar, Julie 62
Fee, Erin 62
Fiala, Troy 62
Fitzgerald, Michael 62
Flanery, Ryan 62
Fore, Becky 62
Fortman, Emily 62
Froesh, Jared 62
Frintrup, Amanda 62
Fry, Matthew 62
Fulton, Ariana 62
Gabrielle, Jennifer 62
Garcia, Julia 62
Gardner, Jason 62
Garrett, Gina 62
Gennari, Jessica 62
Gentry, Eric 62
Gibson, Shaunette 62
Gilbert, John 62
Gilbert, Matthew 62
Givens, Elena 62
Glerner, Brian 62
Golden, Katherine 62
Grant, Jocelyn 62
Grigsby, Lesley 62
Gushelf, Laura 62
Guyton, Sheria 62
Gymer, Jr Steven 63
Haefeli, Jason 63
Hancock, Isaac 63
Harkey, Scott 63
Harper, Lakisha 63
Harris, Paul 63
Haug, Wendell 63
Hawley, Aubrey 63
Heaslet, Christina 63
Hein, Alex 63
Helton, Ilana 63
Hengst, Jonathan 63
Henry, Michelle 63
Herrman, Melinda 63
Hester, Stephanie 63
Hildebrandt, Heath 63
Hill, Christa 63
Hill, Jason 63
Hill, Joseph 63
Hill, Melissa 63
Hlaca, Jeffrey 63
Hodapp, Jamie 63
Hoffsten, Chantal 63
Holland, Brian 63
Holmes, Donte 63
Homan, Natalie 63
Hopson, Jinna 63
Howard, Chaka 63
Howard, Kristyn 63
Hubbard, Angela 63
Hulsey, Melissa 64
Hunn, Jonathan 64
Hunt, Kyle 64
Hunt, William 64
Hutchinson, Courtney 64
Ivey, Nicole Marie 64
Jackson, Tina 64
Jewell, Cary 64
Jobe, Benjamin 64
Johnson, Michael 64
Johnson-Sarton, 65
Jones, Frances 64
Joplin, Iley 64
Jost, Douglas 64
Kell, Erinn 64
Keller, Angel 64
Killoren, David 64
King, Stacy 64
Knichel, Meghan 64
Kopetti, Benjamin 64
Kraenzle, Christopher 64
Kraenzle, Ryan 64
Kuhn, Matthew 64
Laciny, Ginger 64
Lang, Joshua 64
Lange, Hal 64
Langton, Seth 64
Lawder, Matt 64
Layton, Angelia 64
Lee, Alexander 64
Lennox, Michael 65
Levinson, Jamie 65
Liggins, Earl 65
Link, Stephanie 65
Lockett, Megan 65

INDEX
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Lopresto, Adam 65
Lutjens, Jonathan 65
Madden, Kelly 65
Magre, Joel 65
Maher, Scott 65
Mahoney, Damian 65
Manzotti, Flier 65
Margherio, Sarah 65
Marshall, Matthew 65
Marshall, Sakeana 65
Martin, Sean 65
Mays, Danielle 65
McConkey, Kimberly 65
McGowan, Timothy 65
McGivney, Veronica 65
McKee, Edward 65
Mckee, Danielle 65
Marshall, Akeana 65
McClellan, Mel 65
Meall, Edward 65
Merkel, Jeffrey 65
Montgomery, Antonio 65
Moore, Terra 65
Monroe, Anthony 65
Oneill, David 66
Oliphant, Matthew 66
Parentin, Paget, Pohl, Pippin, Pickeral, Brandon 66
Pippin, Amy 66
Pohl, Kathleen 66
Polack, Anna 66
Parentin, Kevin 66
Pazur, Geneen 66
Petersen, Roger 66
Petty, Alan 66
Phelan, Amanda 66
Pilder, Brandon 66
Pippin, Amy 66
Pohl, Kathleen 66
Polack, John 66
Polites, Tonyelle 66
Pollom, Amanda 66
Poncicello, Kristy 66
Price, Stacey 67
Puricelli, Lucas 67
Pyatt, Kathryn 67
Race, Emily 67
Ralls, Courtney 67
Rancilio, Annette 67
Randall, Kenneth 67
Reddon, Susan 67
Rector, Deandre 67
Rehling, Christopher 67
Rich, Katie 67
Richardson, Gabrielle 67
Robert, Gregory 67
Roberts, Katherine 67
Romine, Kathryn 67
Rosche, Claire 67
Rothe, Rachel 67
Rudd, Amy 67
Ruhland, Lindsay 67
Rusan, Latosha 67
Russell, Arthur 67
Russell, Christopher 67
Russell, Latoya 67
Rutledge, Sarah 67
Ryan, Kathleen 67
Ryan, Kelly 67
Sadlo, Joseph 67
Schafer, Amanda 67
Schierbaum, Robert 67
Schleeper, Joseph 67
Schoew, Katherine 67
Schook, Michael 68
Schrier, Amy 68
Schorer, Lori 68
Schwartz, Andrew 68
Seese, Allison 68
Seyer, Katherine 68
Simon, Randy 68
Sinclair, Zachary 68
Singleton, Cartez 68
Sleeman, Jill 68
Smith, Ellen 68
Smulczenski, Christopher 68
Snelling, Samuel 68
Sonderman, Matthew 68
Southcombe, Laura 68
Speckert, Jil 68
Sporich, Jamie 68
Spradling, Allyson 68
Standeven, Bennett 68
Stevens, Rachel 68
Stewart, Jennifer 68
Stockham, Ronolo 68
Stokes, Kathleen 68
Strange, Zachary 68
Stoughan, Robert 68
Strebeck III, Glen 68
Sullivan, Bethany 68
Sutter, Susan 68
Swinehart, Jennifer 68
Tabb, Steven 68
Taylor, Jessica 69
Terry, Isaiah 69
Thacker, Cathleen 69
Thomas, Lashonda 69
Thompson, Susan 69
Thompson, Tara 69
Thuernau, Dennis 69
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